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An evidence-based appraisal of reflux disease management — the Genval Workshop Report

J Dent, J Brun, A M Fendrick, M B Fennerty, J Janssens, P J Kahrilas, K Lauritsen, J C Reynolds, M Shaw, N J Talley on behalf of the Genval Workshop Group

Summary
This report summarises conclusions from an evidence-based workshop which evaluated major clinical strategies for the management of the full spectrum of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease, with an emphasis on medical management.

The disease was defined by the presence of oesophageal mucosal breaks or by the occurrence of reflux induced symptoms severe enough to impair quality of life. Endoscopy negative patients were recognised as the most common subgroup; most of these patients can be diagnosed by a well structured symptom analysis. There is a consistent hierarchy of effectiveness of available initial and long term therapies that applies for all patient subgroups.

Lifestyle measures were judged to be of such low efficacy that they were rejected as a primary therapy for all patient subgroups. Proton pump inhibitor therapy was considered the initial medical treatment of choice because of its clearly superior efficacy which results in the most prompt achievement of desirable outcomes at the lowest overall medical cost. It was acknowledged that most of patients require long term management and that any maintenance therapy should be chosen by step down to the regimen that is still effective, but least costly. Endoscopic monitoring of routine long term therapy was considered inappropriate, on the basis that control of symptoms is an acceptable reliable indicator of healing in patients with oesophagitis.

Laparoscopic antireflux surgery was recognised as a significant therapeutic advance, the results of which, however, depend substantially on the experience of the surgeon. There are currently no published direct comparisons of cost and efficacy outcomes of optimal medical and surgical therapies for reflux disease. To a significant degree, the choice between medical and surgical therapy should depend on informed patient preference.

Substantial advances have occurred recently in the understanding and treatment of reflux disease. By contrast, there has been relatively little research into the best strategies for capitalisation on these advances. This is a fertile field for future research.

Rationale, structure and processes for the Workshop

BACKGROUND
The diagnosis and treatment of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease (GORD, reflux disease) still presents many challenges despite recent substantial advances in understanding of its pathogenesis and major improvements in therapy. The provision of both cost- and patient-effective management is especially challenging in primary care, not least because of the chronic nature of the disease. In this setting, the full spectrum of reflux disease is encountered, and initial management is usually by symptom evaluation and empirical therapy.

Patients without oesophageal erosion or ulceration (endoscopy negative reflux disease) make up the majority of those with reflux disease, but, until recently, clinical studies had concentrated on the management of patients with oesophagitis. The deficiency of information about endoscopy negative patients has previously hampered development of informed guidelines about management of the full spectrum of reflux disease. New data have now largely corrected this deficiency.

A two day international, multidisciplinary workshop was held in Genval, Belgium, in October 1997. The aim of this workshop was to develop recommendations on the management of the full spectrum of reflux disease, including endoscopy negative patients, that were based as firmly as possible on all of the available evidence at the time of the Workshop. This report therefore reflects the Workshop's emphasis on matters relevant to practical patient management in both primary and specialist care, and does not attempt to provide an exhaustive review of the field of reflux disease.

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE
The Genval Workshop involved 35 medical doctors from 16 countries. The participants were primary care physicians, gastroenterologists, health economists, and surgeons who have a major involvement in managing and/or researching reflux disease. Childhood reflux disease, extra-oesophageal manifestations and refractory disease were not considered.

The Workshop content was divided into four sequential segments. Each of the first three segments involved, in turn, plenary state-of-the-art lectures, division of the participants into three concurrent discussion subgroups, then a plenary discussion and voting session. The fourth segment was a plenary session that considered strategic issues. Statements were prepared which focused on specific issues most relevant to non-surgical management. Each statement was then assigned to a participant in

Abbreviations used in this report: GORD, gastro-oesophageal reflux disease; PPI, proton pump inhibitor; SF-36, short form 36; PGWB, psychological general well being; GSRS, gastrointestinal symptom rating scale; H. RA, H. receptor antagonist.
Table 1 Levels of support and nature of evidence used in voting on statements at the General Workshop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Level of support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Accept completely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Accept with some reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Accept with major reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Reject with reservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Reject completely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Nature of the evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Well designed and appropriately controlled trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Well designed cohort or case controlled studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Case reports or flawed clinical trials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>My own clinical experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>There is not sufficient evidence available to form an opinion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advance of the Workshop who prepared and then presented a review of the relevant data to one of the three concurrent discussion subgroups. The statement was then discussed and voted on anonymously by the subgroup (Table 1). At plenary sessions, subgroups reported their discussions and the outcome of their voting, further discussion occurred as necessary, and then the full Workshop voted anonymously (Table 1), this time electronically.

The time available for the Workshop did not make it possible for adequate consideration of management strategies. The authors of this report, who were the core group responsible for the planning of the Workshop, met after the Workshop to evaluate management strategies in the light of the Workshop outcomes. The decision pathways given in this report are therefore primarily the product of this core group.

Process, Format and Reporting of Voting

Participants were instructed to vote on the basis of what they believed to be the best medical management, without regard to cost, except when statements specifically included cost considerations. The template used is given in Table 1.

The outcome of voting from plenary sessions is given in this report, together with the relevant statement, which is numbered in bold and printed in italics. The wording of statements has been left unedited to ensure that the report reflects faithfully what was voted upon.

In the interests of brevity, the full outcome of the Workshop voting is not described. Acceptance (≥50% voting for categories A, B or C level of support) or rejection (≥50% voting for categories D or E) is indicated in bold and underlined before each statement, together with the median vote on the level of support, from A to E.

A view of the participants on a statement was deemed to be representative if <20% of participants voted category E on the nature of evidence (insufficient evidence). When statements did not meet this criterion, this is noted in the commentary.

The median vote on the nature of evidence, from A to E, is given in bold and underlined at the end of the statement text. The divisions used for the nature of evidence cannot describe each and every different type of evidence available. Category C, for example, was used for indirect evidence from studies not designed to address directly the issue in the statement.

Each statement is followed by a summary of major points raised during discussion at the Workshop, and relevant references. Additionally, commentary and opinion from the subsequent meeting of the Workshop core group has been included in the text, and identified as originating from the core group.

The report is presented in two sections. Firstly, the statements which address key considerations in the management of reflux disease are presented and discussed. Secondly, the evidence presented is translated into clinical strategy, together with algorithms of proposed decision pathways in patient management (figs 1–4).

Key considerations in the management of reflux disease

Definitions of Reflux Disease

1 Accepted - B: The term "gastro-oesophageal reflux disease" (GORD, reflux disease) should be used to include all individuals who are exposed to the risk of physical complications from gastro-oesophageal reflux, or who experience clinically significant impairment of health related quality of life due to reflux related symptoms, after adequate reassurance of the benign nature of their symptoms. Evidence - B. 1, 4 Physical complications include any of the local oesophageal complications of oesophagitis, or asthma, aspiration pneumonia and laryngitis attributable to reflux. Concern that minor reflux symptoms could possibly be due to a life threatening disorder frequently results in impairment of quality of life (see statement 12), and it is important that this effect should be distinguished from the direct impact of symptoms (see statements 10 and 11). 1

2 Accepted - A: The term "endoscopy negative reflux disease" should be reserved for individuals who satisfy the definition of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease, but who do not have either Barrett’s oesophagus or definite endoscopic oesophageal mucosal breaks (oesophageal mucosal erosion or ulceration). Evidence - A. Mucosal breaks are a clear indication of the presence of oesophagitis, but so called “minor changes” (erythema, oedema, friability) are not (see statement 25). 1

Core group: The lack of an explicit definition of GORD has been a problem to date, and given the acceptance of these pragmatic definitions at the Workshop they were subsequently used throughout the Workshop. Discussions of oesophagitis are based on the Los Angeles classification system for the endoscopic assessment of oesophagitis (Table 2). 1

Pathogenesis and Natural History

3 Accepted - A: The dominant mechanism of symptom production in reflux disease is by contact of the oesophageal mucosa with acid and pepsin. Evidence - B. 1, 12

4 Accepted - A: In the majority of people with reflux disease, there is abnormally prolonged exposure of the distal oesophagus to acid and pepsin. Evidence - A. 1, 13
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>One or more mucosal breaks no longer than 5 mm, none of which extends between the tops of the mucosal folds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>One or more mucosal breaks more than 5 mm long, none of which extends between the tops of two mucosal folds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Mucosal breaks that extend between the tops of two or more mucosal folds, but which involve less than 75% of the oesophageal circumference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Mucosal breaks which involve at least 75% of the oesophageal circumference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the agreed final version of the classification. Note that the definition of grades C and D differs slightly from the published Los Angeles classification.

5 Accepted - A: In a majority of people with reflux disease, normal levels of reflux of acid and pepsin trigger reflux-induced symptoms. Evidence - B.

Core group: These statements were voted on, but not discussed. Oesophageal pH monitoring shows, on average, less acid exposure in endoscopy negative patients than in those with oesophagitis, but still more than in healthy controls. It should not be assumed that the mix of pathogenic factors is the same in endoscopy negative reflux disease as in reflux oesophagitis, as increased oesophageal sensitivity may play a more prominent role in endoscopy negative reflux disease.

6 Accepted - A: Lifestyle factors are not the dominant factor in pathogenesis of reflux oesophagitis. Evidence - C. This is contrary to commonly held opinion.

7 Accepted - A: There is insufficient objective evidence to determine the importance of lifestyle factors in the pathogenesis of endoscopy negative reflux disease. More research is needed into the impacts of obesity, dietary fat intake and other lifestyle factors on the pathogenesis of endoscopy negative reflux disease.

8 Accepted - B: Endoscopy negative reflux disease does not progress to oesophagitis, during a 10 year follow up period. Evidence - C.

Core group: Some initially endoscopy negative patients have Los Angeles grade A oesophagitis intermittently.

9 Accepted - B: The severity grade of oesophagitis does not worsen during a 10 year follow up period. Evidence - C. Most longitudinal studies of oesophagitis severity are of less than 10 years' duration. All are difficult to interpret because of treatment effects and imprecise and inconsistent reporting of endoscopic findings. Progression of oesophagitis severity has been reported in a minority of cases, though if patients receive sufficient treatment to control symptoms, they are unlikely to experience such a progression.

Core group: The natural history of Los Angeles grades A and B oesophagitis may differ from grades C and D.

IMPACT OF THE DISEASE ON THE PATIENT

10 Accepted - B: Health related well being is impaired in proportion to the frequency of heartburn. Evidence - B. As heartburn is the most prevalent symptom of reflux disease, it has the most important impact of all symptoms. Recent data indicate that heartburn causes a similar significant impairment of health related well being irrespective of whether or not oesophagitis is present. These studies have assessed health related well being using the Short Form 36 (SF-36) or the Psychological General Well Being (PGWB) index which are general health profiles rather than being disease specific, and the Gastro-intestinal Symptom Rating Scale (GSRS) which has a reflux disease specific dimension.

11 Accepted - B: Reflux disease is likely to be present when heartburn occurs on two or more days a week, on the basis of the negative impact of this symptom frequency on health related well being (quality of life). Evidence - C. The vote was not fully representative as 24% considered the evidence to be insufficient to define the severity of reflux induced symptoms by frequency alone. Many people who experience infrequent reflux induced symptoms should not necessarily be considered to have reflux disease, at least on the basis of the impact of symptoms on well being. The statement may serve as a practical guideline for the physician, based on quality of life studies in reflux disease, with the caveat that less frequent symptoms do not preclude disease. Thus in figure 1, individuals with reflux induced symptoms are divided into those with and without reflux disease.

Core group: Quality of life data in reflux disease, and their calibration relative to the impact of other diseases, are limited. Several large studies have been published very recently (see commentary on statement 12).

12 Accepted - B: Concern about reflux induced symptoms being due to a life threatening problem such as cancer is common amongst patients who have not been endoscoped, and causes impairment of health related well being which is additive to any impairment due to the direct impact of symptoms. Evidence - C.

Core group: This matter has only been investigated recently in unslected patients undergoing upper gastrointestinal endoscopy. If concern about the cause of symptoms is a major motivation for consultation, reassurance may be all that is required for reflux induced symptoms (see statement 1), though very anxious patients will not be reassured for any length of time even by endoscopy. There may be differences in the degree to which anxiety is an important factor between those seen in primary care and those referred for investigation as anxiety will bias for referral. In a group of referred patients, quality of life has been shown to improve following endoscopy, presumably reflecting relief of concern over the cause of symptoms.

HEARTBURN AS A PIVOTAL SYMPTOM FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF REFLUX DISEASE

13 Accepted - C: When heartburn is a major or sole symptom, gastro-oesophageal reflux is the cause in at least 75% of individuals. Evidence - D. Evidence-based documentation of the positive predictive value of heartburn for reflux disease is lacking, in part because of the lack of an acceptable gold standard for the diagnosis of reflux disease in the absence of oesophagitis.
(see statements 30–32). The single study published to date is methodologically flawed because the patient population was selected, the structure of symptom measurement was not described and, in particular, because oesophageal acid exposure was relied on as the gold standard for the diagnosis of reflux disease (see statement 30). The acceptance of the statement indicates the consistency of indirect evidence and clinical experience.

14 Accepted - B: Heartburn is the most common symptom of reflux disease, occurring in at least 75% of patients. Evidence - C. Consistently strong clinical experience was judged to provide the major support for this statement which had an unusually wide range of voting on the nature of the evidence. Studies of endoscopy negative reflux disease are unhelpful as they have selected patients by the presence of heartburn.

15 Accepted - A: Heartburn that occurs in the absence of definite endoscopic reflux oesophagitis is most likely due to gastro-oesophageal reflux. Evidence - B. Core group: Oesophageal pH monitoring studies in endoscopy negative reflux disease support this strategically important statement.

16 Accepted - A: The word “heartburn” is interpreted unreliable by patients. Evidence - B. The careful assessment of patient history, which is important in the diagnosis of reflux disease, can be confounded by misinterpretation of the word heartburn. Cultural variations in recognition and translation of the word have been identified in a formal study as well as by clinical experience. Description of heartburn as “a burning feeling rising from the stomach or lower chest up towards the neck” has been found to identify recognise more patients with heartburn than use of the word per se.

OTHER SYMPTOM PATTERNS IN REFLUX DISEASE, AND RELIEVING AND EXACERBATING FACTORS

17 Accepted - B: True dyspeptic symptoms (according to the Rome Criteria) can be produced by gastro-oesophageal reflux. Evidence - B. The Rome criteria specifically exclude heartburn from the definition of dyspepsia. Oesophageal pH monitoring studies, however, suggest that in a minority of patients true dyspepsia results from gastro-oesophageal reflux.

18 Accepted - B: In the absence of chronic peptic ulcer and definite reflux oesophagitis, upper abdominal/or lower retrosternal symptoms that are consistently relieved by antacid are most likely to be due to reflux disease. Evidence - C. Dyspepsia and/or heartburn occurring in patients who have a normal endoscopy may be related to oesophageal sensitivity to acid, ulceration, motility disorders, medication, and psychological disorders. Of these diagnoses, only endoscopy negative reflux disease would be expected to respond to antacids more often than placebo.

19 Accepted - B: Simple, self administered symptom questionnaires can substantially facilitate the diagnosis of reflux disease. Evidence - B. Questionnaires which define symptoms (see statement 16) and evaluate relieving/exacerbating factors were judged to be promising for increasing the efficiency and sensitivity of symptom evaluation, especially in primary care. Experience with these questionnaires is limited, and they have not been fully validated or specifically adapted for use in routine clinical practice.

Core group: A brief upper abdominal symptom questionnaire is needed in clinical practice in which evaluation of the patterns of reflux induced symptoms would be an important element. A designed questionnaire should be an efficient method for reliable exploitation of the diagnostic value of symptoms and would complement educational measures that make doctors more aware of the usefulness of analysis of patterns of upper abdominal symptoms for recognition of patients with reflux disease.

20 Accepted - B: Reflux symptoms occur predominantly after food intake. Evidence - B. Symptom and pH monitoring studies have shown that symptoms are most frequent after meals, when most reflux occurs.

21 Accepted - B: Reflux symptoms disturb sleep in only a minority of people with reflux disease. Evidence - B. Nocturnal reflux is usually only abnormally increased in a relatively small minority of patients, mainly amongst those with Los Angeles grades C and D oesophagitis.

22 Accepted - B: The intensity and the frequency of reflux induced symptoms are poor predictors of the presence or severity of endoscopic mucosal breaks (erosion or ulceration). Evidence - B. Convincing data were reviewed in support of this.

Core group: This is an important clinical point which is not widely appreciated.

ROLE OF ENDOSCOPY

23 Accepted - A: Endoscopic oesophageal mucosal breaks (erosion or ulceration) are absent in more than 50% of individuals who have had heartburn two or more times a week for six months. Evidence - B. Data from large clinical trials which have enrolled patients from primary care support this.

Core group: Reflux disease should not be discarded as a diagnosis on the basis of a negative endoscopy. The low sensitivity of endoscopy for diagnosing reflux disease is currently not widely recognised.

24 Accepted - B: Amongst untreated patients presenting with reflux disease in primary care, there is a low (5% or less) prevalence of oesophagitis of a severity that is associated with any significant risk from local complications. Evidence - B. Local complications were defined as development of stricture, Barrett’s oesophagus or deep ulceration. The relatively high prevalence of severe oesophagitis (Los Angeles grades C and D) at tertiary centres reflects filtration by referral. Community and primary care studies support the statement, except for an American study in which 16% of patients had severe oesophagitis.

Core group: This statement assumes that Los Angeles grades A and B oesophagitis has a low risk of local complications (see aims of management).
25 Accepted - B: The recognition of minor endoscopic mucosal changes (erythema, oedema, friability) attributed to reflux disease is so unreliable that these findings are of no use in diagnosis of reflux oesophagitis. **Evidence - B** \textsuperscript{11,66} These changes are not recognised to an acceptable level of reproducibility, either by individual observers or between observers.\textsuperscript{7} Therefore, any patient who is considered to have such changes should be defined as having endoscopy negative disease, and the changes not commented on as to do so suggests that such minimal changes are of diagnostic value.

Core group: This is an especially important statement. Reliance on minor endoscopic changes confounds a substantial number of clinical studies and will frequently misdirect management.

26 Accepted - C: Inexact description of the endoscopic appearance of the oesophageal mucosa frequently impairs the utility of endoscopy as a tool for management of reflux disease. **Evidence - D** \textsuperscript{37,93} The vote was not fully representative as 36% considered the evidence to be insufficient.

Core group: The inadequacy of reporting seems to vary widely. Reports such as mild oesophagitis are unacceptably non-specific as minor endoscopic mucosal changes (of no diagnostic value; see statement 25) may be grouped with Los Angeles grades A and B oesophagitis (of high diagnostic value) under this heading. Precise grades, according to a documented grading system, should be given in endoscopy reports to ensure more specific understanding of what the endoscopist saw. Members of the core group differed in their opinions as to how detailed the description of endoscopic findings should be.

27 Accepted - A: Endoscopic oesophageal mucosal biopsy has no role in the routine diagnosis of endoscopic negative reflux disease. **Evidence - C** \textsuperscript{114,94} The support for this was based on the experience in adults which has shown poor correlation of biopsy with pH monitoring findings and typical symptoms responsive to treatment. The high cost of biopsy was an additional consideration.

**BARRETT’S OESOPHAGUS AND SHORT SEGMENT COLUMNAR METAPLASIA**

28 Accepted - A: Endoscopic biopsy is the only method for diagnosis of Barrett’s oesophagus that has acceptable sensitivity for patient management. **Evidence - B** \textsuperscript{114,115} In reality this contributes to the dilemma of how to select patients for endoscopy (see statements 22-24 and 55).

29 Rejected - E: Current data indicate that Barrett’s metaplasia of less than 3 cm (goblet cells in tubular oesophagus) is of no clinical significance. **Evidence - C** \textsuperscript{114,116} The vote was not fully representative as 28% considered the evidence to be insufficient. Indirect data suggest that the finding of columnar metaplasia of less than 3 cm may indicate an increased risk for oesophageal carcinoma. The existence of case reports of development of dysplasia and carcinoma in short segments of metaplasia explains why the statement was rejected, though the actual risk is unknown. The required long term follow up studies do not exist, and reliable detection of short segment columnar metaplasia, incorrectly named short segment Barrett’s oesophagus, has technical problems. The management of short segment metaplasia is an important unresolved issue.

Core group: Primary care doctors can probably only be guided by the opinion (or prejudice) of a specialist gastroenterologist on how to react to this finding.

**PLACE OF PH MONITORING AND OTHER INVESTIGATIONS**

30 Accepted - A: Twenty four hour oesophageal acid exposure is not sufficiently sensitive for it to serve as a diagnostic gold standard for reflux disease. **Evidence - A** \textsuperscript{35,38-50} Normal acid exposure values are recorded in up to a quarter of patients with otherwise typical reflux oesophagitis, and in about one third of patients with endoscopy negative reflux disease. The classification of normal/abnormal acid exposure changes in a minority of patients when they are studied a second time.\textsuperscript{50,91}

Core group: The substantial limitation of the diagnostic sensitivity of oesophageal acid exposure values is not widely recognised.

31 Accepted - A: Evaluation of the association of symptoms with reflux episodes gives a clinically valuable gain in the sensitivity of pH monitoring for diagnosis of reflux disease. **Evidence - B** \textsuperscript{113,116} Core group: Oesophageal pH monitors include a button which, when it is pushed, marks the time on the pH tracing. Thus, if patients are instructed to push the button when they experience symptoms, it is possible to determine the relation of symptoms to acid reflux.

32 Accepted - C: The practical difficulties of evaluation of symptom association mean that it cannot be used effectively as a gold standard for the diagnosis of reflux disease in groups of patients. **Evidence - C** \textsuperscript{42,92,93}

Though the clinical gain of studying symptom association is clear, the most appropriate computer software is not widely available and the methodology may still not be developed sufficiently. There is also lack of agreement on how to correlate reflux episodes and symptoms. Opinion was divided as to how reliably patients, as a group, are able to use a symptom event marker during ambulatory pH recordings.

33 Accepted - A: Hiatus hernia can not be used as a firm criterion for the diagnosis of reflux disease, as it is not consistently associated with this disease. **Evidence - B** \textsuperscript{116}

34 Accepted - A: Fluoroscopic demonstration of reflux episodes is of no value for the diagnosis of reflux disease. **Evidence - B** \textsuperscript{90} Careful performance of standardised physical stress manoeuvres during barium fluoroscopy is of minor diagnostic value, but this approach is rarely used during routine diagnostic studies, and stress manoeuvres are difficult to standardise.

**DRUG THERAPY AS AN AID TO DIAGNOSIS**

35 Accepted - B: Proton pump inhibitors are the agents of choice for a diagnostic trial. **Evidence - C** \textsuperscript{13,50,67} Recent data indicate that a trial of drug therapy is useful in testing a
provisional diagnosis of reflux disease, both before endoscopy, or afterwards when it is negative. However, only a single, technically limited study has compared use of ranitidine with omeprazole for this purpose. 13

Core group: The support for this is largely derived from the convincing superiority of proton pump inhibitors in producing symptom relief compared with other medical treatments. 14 See statement 56 for further discussion of the use of a trial of therapy. 36

Accepted - B: Trials of proton pump inhibitor therapy are most sensitive for the diagnosis of reflux disease when a high dose is used (e.g. omeprazole 20 or 40 mg twice daily). Evidence - B. 15 This is compared with standard proton pump inhibitor doses (e.g. omeprazole 20 mg once daily). Patchy supportive data come from several studies with omeprazole. 13, 54, 67, 69

Core group: Voting was probably also influenced by randomised clinical trials and cohort studies which show therapeutic gain from double the standard daily proton pump inhibitor dose. 69, 67

TREATMENT WITH NON-DRUG MEASURES AND ANTACIDS

37 Accepted - B: People who have reflux disease are frequently led to believe that they should be able to cure themselves by correction of an inappropriate lifestyle. Evidence - D. 79 As there are no systematic studies on this, the statement could only be viewed as an opinion. Voting ranged widely for both acceptance/rejection and the nature of the available evidence.

Core group: When read in conjunction with statements 39–45, the voting suggests that there is currently a significant overestimation of the possibility of patients deriving adequate relief from alteration of lifestyle factors.

38 Accepted - B: The time pattern of oesophageal acid exposure indicates that bed head elevation is an illogical therapy in the majority of people with reflux disease. Evidence - B. 81, 83, 84, 85, 101 Most reflux is postprandial (see statements 20 and 21). A small subgroup, identifiable by nocturnal symptoms, major nocturnal acid exposure or severe oesophagitis, 81 may benefit from bed head elevation.

Core group: The demonstrated impact of bed head elevation on nocturnal acid exposure is small when compared with proton pump inhibitor treatment. 90, 102

39 Accepted - B: Cessation of smoking has minimal if any benefit for the management of endoscopy negative reflux disease. Evidence - C. 79, 80, 81, 103 Comment as for statement 41.

40 Accepted - A: The avoidance of particular foods and/or alcoholic drinks which provoke reflux induced symptoms can give a therapeutically useful reduction of these symptoms. Evidence - C.

Core group: The high level of support for this statement is unique amongst life style measures considered at the Workshop. Support comes from pH monitoring studies 92, 104 and clinical experience.

41 Accepted - B: Cessation of smoking has minimal if any benefit for the management of reflux oesophagitis. Evidence - C.

Core group: Physiological and pH monitoring studies are somewhat conflicting 93, 94 and there are no rigorous intervention studies.

42 Accepted - B: The avoidance of particular foods and/or alcoholic drinks which provoke reflux-induced symptoms is of no value for healing of oesophagitis. Evidence - C.

Core group: There are no data which indicate a positive effect on oesophagitis, despite statement 40.

43 Accepted - B: Lifestyle measures and antacids are of minimal, if any, benefit for initial and long term therapy of patients with reflux oesophagitis. Evidence - C. 81, 83, 84, 101, 111 There is a remarkable lack of data in this area.

Core group: Comment as for statements 39–42.

44 Rejected - D: In endoscopy negative reflux disease, lifestyle measures and antacids are sufficiently effective to justify a trial of their use as initial therapy. Evidence - C. 17, 69, 101 The voting reflects lack of data, the view that lifestyle measures can impair patient quality of life, and the fact that many patients seeking medical advice have already tried lifestyle measures and antacids and found them ineffective.

Core group: Despite the above, it may be of value to check that individual patients are not exposing themselves to potentially important lifestyle factors.

45 Rejected - D: In endoscopy negative reflux disease, lifestyle measures and antacids are sufficiently effective to justify a trial of their use as long term therapy. Evidence - C. 17, 84, 101 The same considerations apply as for the previous statement.

Core group: This vote was perhaps too globally negative. See statement 40.

EFFICACY OF DRUG TREATMENT

In this section, efficacy is defined as both symptom response and healing of oesophagitis when applicable.

46 Accepted - A: For initial and maintenance therapy of reflux oesophagitis there is an ascending level of efficacy from either H2 receptor antagonist or cisapride, to a combination of an H2 receptor antagonist with cisapride, to a proton pump inhibitor. Evidence - A. 17, 80, 113 The relative efficacies of drug therapies in reflux oesophagitis are well established. With respect to the efficacy of a combination of an H2 receptor antagonist with cisapride, the one study that makes a valid comparison with omeprazole failed to show a statistically significant difference between these two options. However, the subgroups were relatively small and omeprazole was numerically substantially superior. 111

Core group: Voting on this statement does not strictly match the available objective evidence.

47 Accepted - A: For initial therapy of endoscopy negative reflux disease there is an ascending level of efficacy from either H2 receptor antagonist or cisapride, to a proton pump inhibitor. Evidence - B. Recently, a series of large randomised, controlled clinical trials has demonstrated that the hierarchy of efficacy in endoscopy negative reflux disease is the same as in reflux oesophagitis, on the basis of comparisons of
omeprazole with placebo, ranitidine and cisapride.\textsuperscript{48} - \textsuperscript{71}  \textsuperscript{111}  

48 Accepted - A: The efficacies of standard dose $H_{2}$ receptor antagonists and cisapride are essentially equivalent for both erosive oesophagitis and endoscopy negative reflux disease patients.  

Evidence - A.\textsuperscript{112}  \textsuperscript{113}  It was suggested that cisapride may be of greatest benefit for patients with slow gastric emptying, but agreed that there are no data to support this.  

Core group: Patients with Los Angeles grades C and D oesophagitis should be excluded from this statement (see later).  

49 Accepted - B: There are maximal or no gains in efficacy from doubling of the dose of $H_{2}$ receptor antagonist therapy.  

Evidence - A.\textsuperscript{114}  \textsuperscript{115}  \textsuperscript{116}  It was clarified that this was doubling of the "standard ulcer healing dose". Dose frequency may have marginal effects.  

Core group: The data are limited to patients with oesophagitis.  

50 Accepted - A: A clear dose response relation has not been established for therapy of reflux oesophagitis with cisapride.  

Evidence - B.\textsuperscript{117}  \textsuperscript{118}  \textsuperscript{119}  Data are limited and the few studies involve small patient numbers.  

51 Accepted - A: Maintenance combination therapy with cisapride and an $H_{2}$ receptor antagonist is more efficacious than monotherapy with $H_{2}$ receptor antagonist or cisapride alone.  

Evidence - A.\textsuperscript{120}  \textsuperscript{121}  Data on this are relatively limited but convincing.  

52 Accepted - A: Maintenance therapy with either cisapride or $H_{2}$ receptor antagonist is significantly less effective than therapy with a proton pump inhibitor.  

Evidence - A.\textsuperscript{122}  Comparative data are limited to oesophagitis in one study, but are convincing.  

Translation of evidence into clinical strategy  

The statements discussed at Genval that were primarily focused on clinical strategies are reported on below. The evaluation of these statements relied heavily on the discussions that have been summarised above. In a follow up meeting, the core group discussed all of the material generated at the Workshop, and evaluated decision pathways for the management of reflux disease which are summarised in figures 1–5. This section of the report is therefore derived from a combination of discussions at the Workshop itself, and from the subsequent core group discussion.  

Effective use of symptom analysis for initial assessment  

Discussion and voting on statements 13–22 above emphasised the central importance of symptom analysis for initial management (fig 1). Participants concluded that symptom analysis was a very practical and inexpensive approach to diagnosis which identified most endoscopy negative patients as well as those with oesophagitis.  

Initial symptom evaluation was also considered to be important for determining whether reflux induced symptoms were sufficiently severe to justify the diagnosis of reflux disease (statements 1, 10 and 11; fig 1). It was recognised, though, that symptom assessment
could not distinguish those with Barrett’s oesophagus or severe oesophagitis from other patients with reflux disease (statements 22 and 28).

Core group: Patients with dyspepsia should be separated from those with heartburn at the initial assessment, as the primary decision pathways differ for these two symptom patterns (fig 1). Alarm symptoms are discussed later.

PLACE OF FLUOROSCOPY IN INITIAL DIAGNOSIS

The Workshop agreed strongly that fluoroscopy was of very limited practical value for the diagnosis of reflux disease (statement 34). Accordingly it does not appear in the initial decision pathways in fig 1.

WHETHER TO ENDOSCOPE EARLY

Core group: No Workshop statement considered the role of endoscopy in patients with reflux disease who present with dyspepsia, atypical symptoms or alarm symptoms such as dysphagia, weight loss or haematemesis. The core group agreed that early endoscopy was important in this minority group because of diagnostic uncertainty and the need to exclude oesophageal stricture, peptic ulcer or malignancy (fig 1).

The management of individuals who have no alarm symptoms and whose typical reflux induced symptoms were not severe enough to categorise them as having reflux disease (statements 1 and 11) was also not considered directly at the Workshop. The need to distinguish such individuals was recognised, to ensure that such patients are not managed as having reflux disease (fig 1). They are an important group which merits formal study especially to determine the prevalence of reflux oesophagitis. By default, the Workshop concluded that endoscopy was not routinely indicated in people with such mild symptoms.

53 Accepted - B: The risk of development of oesophageal adenocarcinoma in association with Barrett’s oesophagus is so small in unselected individuals presenting in primary care with typical symptoms of reflux disease, that this risk should not be the primary determinant of whether endoscopy is done. Evidence - B. [12][13] Barrett’s oesophagus substantially complicates any discussion about the place of endoscopy in reflux disease as it is controversial, from a health economic perspective, whether it is justified to undertake surveillance for development of adenocarcinoma. [12][13]

The need to identify Barrett’s oesophagus essentially depends on the answer to this controversy. The perspective of the patient about endoscopic surveillance will usually differ from that of a health care funding system which must balance priorities for expenditure among patients. For a more general discussion about the place of early endoscopy, see statement 54.

Core group: This controversial statement was surprisingly strongly supported. However, the frequently stated view that the possibility of
Barrett’s oesophagus constitutes an important indication for endoscopy in patients with chronic reflux induced symptoms is represented by the 21% of participants who rejected the statement.

54 Accepted - B: In patients without alarm symptoms who have not been endoscoped, prompt endoscopy is the best clinical strategy in those who have experienced reflux symptoms at least twice a week for at least six months. Evidence - C. 12, 19

It was recognised that the patient group described in the statement had a troublesome chronic problem that required long term management. The lack of direct evaluation of the utility of endoscopy was noted.

Core group: The cost and ease of access to endoscopy were variables that would have influenced voting. Though the statement was widely accepted at the Workshop, it excited vigorous discussion within the core group at its subsequent meeting. If Barrett’s oesophagus is not an indication for early endoscopy (see statement 53), what were the reasons for the support given to this statement? Reasons for doing endoscopy that were raised were assessment of the presence and severity of oesophagitis to support the symptom based diagnosis, tailoring of therapy to severity of oesophagitis when present (see later), to exclude peptic ulcer or gastric cancer, and the “non-indication” of habit. The core group did not place as high a priority on early endoscopy as the Workshop group members as a whole, and figures 1 and 3 show both early endoscopy or empirical therapy without endoscopy as acceptable mainstream options. There was at least majority support for performance of endoscopy if the patient was shown to require continuous drug therapy. This is provided for in figure 4, at the point of entry to long term drug therapy, if endoscopy had not been done previously. One view was that as endoscopy was almost inevitable, it was best to accept this and to do it early on in the course of management. Figures 3 and 4 propose settings in which endoscopy may be appropriate after a period of empirical therapy. There is a need for outcomes research into the utility of endoscopy, and the risks of not doing it; such research would also need to include assessments of how
early endoscopy impacts on the quality of life of patients with reflux disease (see statement 12).

55 Accepted - B: For the diagnosis of erosive reflux oesophagitis, greatest diagnostic value is obtained from endoscopy when it is done prior to the use of full dose therapy with either cisapride, H₂ receptor antagonists or proton pump inhibitors. Evidence - B ≥ 77 Treatment effects could confound an important baseline assessment of oesophagitis, but treatment induced healing of oesophagitis could facilitate endoscopic recognition of Barrett’s oesophagus, which may or may not be important (see statement 53). It is unclear how these effects might influence the practical value of endoscopy. The prognostic value of an initial endoscopy done in untreated patients relies on the relative stability of endoscopic grading over time (see statements 8 and 9).

Core group: If endoscopy is done after a period of treatment, the findings should be interpreted and reported in the light of the treatment that has been used.

ROLES OF A ‘TRIAL OF THERAPY’ OR pH MONITORING

56 Accepted - A: If needed for the diagnosis of reflux disease, 24-hour oesophageal pH monitoring should be preceded by endoscopy and a trial of proton pump inhibitor therapy. Evidence - C 15 21 22 78 79 The strategy of using a trial of proton pump inhibitor therapy (see statements 35 and 36) following endoscopy was strongly supported for routine cases because it is simpler and better tolerated than oesophageal pH monitoring (see statements 30–32; fig 3). Some participants regarded oesophageal pH monitoring as most useful diagnostically in problem patients if it is done during treatment with a proton pump inhibitor.

Core group: Endoscopy should detect abnormalities unrelated to reflux disease that respond to acid suppression. If endoscopy has excluded such abnormalities, a trial of proton pump inhibitor therapy should be reasonably specific for reflux disease (see statement 36).

The performance of high dose, one to two week trials must be compared with that of standard dose, four week treatment periods. The use of a trial of therapy in patients who have not been endoscoped is more controversial22 27 but it is also an approach that has considerable promise for minimisation of the costs of management of reflux disease. The decision pathways in figure 3 aim to reflect the Workshop’s views of the role of a high dose, one to two week trial of proton pump inhibitor therapy.

AIMS OF MANAGEMENT

The Workshop’s views on statements 10 and 11 indicate that treatment should provide sufficient control of symptoms so that, at least, they do not impair health related quality of life. This has been used as the definition of successful symptom control in figures 2, 3 and 4.

57 Rejected - D. Minor patches of oesophageal mucosal erosion are an acceptable endoscopic outcome of therapy, since they are not associated with any known risk. Evidence - E 25 26 130 132 The vote demonstrated a very wide range of views, with an almost even split in the voting for rejection or support. The lack of direct evidence about the long term risks of relatively limited areas of mucosal breaks (Los Angeles grades A and B) is highlighted by the vote on the nature of the evidence. Studies which have followed the natural history of reflux oesophagitis (see statements 8 and 9) have not reported data in sufficient detail to provide a satisfactory insight into risks in endoscopically defined subgroups of patients. Randomised clinical trials that have followed patients for periods longer than eight weeks have defined the required end point as complete healing of mucosal breaks and so give no insight into the risks of persistent mild oesophagitis. Some participants considered that acceptance of less than complete healing of mucosal breaks as an adequate outcome would be confusing, especially to non-gastroenterologists and would lead to inadequate therapy of reflux oesophagitis.

Core group: The opinions and voting of the Workshop participants differed from the core group which was less concerned about the possible long term risks of Los Angeles grades A and B oesophagitis. However, in deference to the Workshop, healing has been used as the aim of therapy of oesophagitis. This statement bears indirectly on whether endoscopy or symptom status alone should be used to monitor long term therapy of reflux disease (see statement 60 below).

Major principles for initial and long term medical treatment

Voting at the Workshop defined the general principle that the hierarchy of effectiveness of treatments is essentially the same for initial and long term therapy of all reflux disease patients, though there is little information about long term therapy in endoscopy negative patients. This hierarchy is an important determinant of the structure of the management decision pathways.
Core group: At the meeting of the core group subsequent to the Workshop, it was agreed that severe oesophagitis (Los Angeles grades C and D; fig 2) required management pathways that differed from other grades of reflux disease (figs 3 and 4). The decision pathways aim to minimise the use of endoscopy in the interests of cost effectiveness and patient comfort and convenience.

58 Accepted - A: Eradication of Helicobacter pylori infection does not heal or prevent relapse of reflux disease. Evidence - B. The vote indicates that H pylori eradication should not be considered a strategy for the management of reflux disease, in distinction to its value in patients with chronic peptic ulcer disease. This is a common area of confusion. Most people with reflux disease are H pylori negative. When a patient with reflux disease has H pylori infection, it seems that there may be a clinically relevant interaction between the two, with the possibility that reflux disease is exacerbated by H pylori eradication. Data on this are, however, limited and somewhat contradictory.

Core group: In the light of the above, H pylori eradication does not appear in the decision pathway.

59 Accepted - B: For initial therapy of patients with oesophagitis, the best medical strategy is to start with a proton pump inhibitor, with subsequent trial of step down of the intensity of therapy. Evidence - C. Direct evidence from formal evaluation of clinical strategies is lacking, but indirect evidence is convincing. This statement is worded in such a way that only medical outcomes were evaluated. Voting on statement 59 implies that this would also be the most cost effective strategy in many settings.

60 Accepted - B: The most effective initial therapy for reflux disease is also the most cost effective. Evidence - C. The costs of drug therapy are only part of the cost of reflux disease management. Available cost effectiveness studies support the statement as they demonstrate that the higher utilisation of medical resources that occurs as a result of failure of less effective therapies substantially outweighs any greater cost of a more effective agent for treatment periods of up to 12 months, at least in the practice settings in which the cost analyses were done.

Core group: The statement oversimplifies the issues. There are only data from patients with oesophagitis and these have significant limitations, consistent with the vote on the nature of the evidence. The costs of failure of response depend on the strategies that are used following an inadequate treatment outcome. In the models that have been formally evaluated, non-response has usually been taken as an indication for repeat endoscopy. This is probably an inappropriate strategy (see statements 61 and 62) that will drive costs excessively. The strategies illustrated in figures 2–5 do not make such extensive use of endoscopy. Available cost analyses are also relatively short term. Given the wide spectrum of reflux disease, cost effectiveness analyses should probably focus on specific patient subgroups, such as those with mild or severe oesophagitis, or endoscopy negative patients. Cost effectiveness data should not be generated from one region or country to another for various reasons, including differences in availability of treatment alternatives, clinical practice patterns, relative prices, and provider or institutional incentives. Recommendations are available which give guidance on the interpretation and application of economic studies to individual patients or practices.

61 Accepted - B: The maintenance treatment of oesophagitis should be stepped down to the lowest dose that controls symptoms, without repeat endoscopy. Evidence - C. Core group: Cost optimisation is the dominant logic behind this statement which should exclude patients with Los Angeles grades C and D oesophagitis (see later and fig 4). When correctly tailored to drug costs in a particular practice setting, the specific choice of step down will minimise drug cost, a major consideration with long term therapy. Specific downward steps are discussed later and illustrated in fig 5. Cost optimisation of long term treatment also depends on minimisation of the use of repeat endoscopy. Considerable data now exist which indicate that during maintenance therapy, sustained symptom relief is a sufficiently reliable predictor of maintained healing of oesophagitis that routine repeat endoscopy is unnecessary (see statement 62). Thus, the success of a step down in therapy can be determined with reasonable accuracy by symptom status alone. Endoscopy probably has more to offer in the follow up of patients with Los Angeles grades C and D oesophagitis as success rates of therapy are lower and the risks of oesophagitis greater.

62 Accepted - B: In more than 75% of patients with oesophagitis who present with frequent episodes of symptoms, control of heartburn to less than two episodes per week with therapy is associated with healing of oesophagitis. Evidence - B. Many clinical trials show that symptom response is a useful indicator of healing of oesophagitis. Control or complete relief of heartburn is more likely to be associated with healing of oesophagitis during therapy with a proton pump inhibitor than with an H2 receptor antagonist. Doubts were expressed as to whether two heartburn episodes per week was the optimal measure. The risks and benefits of using symptom response as a marker of healing need formal research.

Core group: Successful symptom control has been used in the management pathways (figs 2–4) as an outcome that is an acceptable indicator of healing of oesophagitis.

Management pathways in patients with severe oesophagitis (Los Angeles grades C and D)

Core group: The special management needs of this small minority (5–10%) patient subgroup were not specifically considered at the Workshop. Given the lack of efficacy of non-drug measures (see statement 43) and the relatively low efficacy of H2 receptor antagonists and cisapride (see statements 46, 47, 51, 52), the core group agreed that step up
therapy was an unacceptable strategy for initial therapy in this patient group (fig 2). It was also agreed that step down therapy was inappropriate for long term care, given that two randomised trials indicate that any medical treatment other than full dose proton pump inhibitor is unlikely to prevent relapse of oesophagitis or strictures in this patient group.54 55 The core group was less confident that early endoscopy was universally appropriate. Figure 4 reflects the main weight of opinion which favoured endoscopy patients with classic, but no alarm symptoms in the first few months of their management if they required continuous drug therapy. Research is needed to examine objectively the gains and risks either from doing or not doing endoscopy.

The long term management options for endoscopy negative patients could reasonably include on demand therapy. There are limited data which indicate this approach is effective in many such patients.14 This is probably how many patients use therapy. Apart from patients with Los Angeles grades C and D oesophagits, the risks of such an approach seem slight but need to be researched. In view of the Workshop vote on statement 57, on demand therapy has not been included as an option for patients with Los Angeles grades A and B oesophagitis.

PLACE OF ANTI-REFLUX SURGERY

63 Accepted - B: The best reported long term (five years) results of anti-reflux surgery are equivalent to those achieved with proton pump inhibitors. Evidence - B.151 157 Substantially more data exist on the efficacy of drug therapy of reflux oesophagitis for up to one year of therapy than for anti-reflux surgery, but at five years this is reversed, with more being known about the efficacy of surgery. It was agreed that laparoscopic surgery had improved patient acceptance of anti-reflux surgery. Available published comparisons of anti-reflux surgery and drug therapy do not compare current state-of-the-art approaches for both modalities.

64 Accepted - A: The short and long term outcomes of anti-reflux surgery are highly dependent on the experience and skill of the surgeon. Evidence - B.158 164 This statement was strongly accepted, not only on the basis of the widespread clinical experience of participants, but also because of wide variations in reported efficacy in the literature, and documentation of a significant learning curve for surgeons doing laparoscopic anti-reflux surgery.165 166

65 Rejected - D: Long term medical therapy with a proton pump inhibitor is cost effective treatment for erosive reflux disease compared to laparoscopic fundoplication. The results of prospective trials, which are currently in progress, are needed to determine whether this is the case. However, both the costs of surgery and drug therapy change rapidly and differ substantially in different countries and practice settings. Discussion of the statement suggested that it was rejected mainly on the grounds that the choice between medical and surgical therapy for reflux disease was much more a matter of patient preference than of economic considerations. The skill and experience of available surgeons was also recognised as a very important factor that should guide patient preference (see statement 64).

Core group: The Workshop discussion and voting did not concentrate adequately on the issue raised by the statement. Prospective trials are needed to evaluate the statement.
adequately. The statement has been tested in a decision analysis. Results were sensitive to the costs of medication and surgery, both of which vary widely across regions and countries. The time frame of observation was critical, as the costs of long term medical management in the available study became equivalent to surgery after 10 years. The analysis recognised the importance of surgical skill, and used the best available results of surgical efficacy, morbidity, and mortality rates. Such results may well not be achieved in routine clinical practice.

Conclusions
Several factors have caused a revolution in the understanding of gastro-oesophageal reflux disease over the past 20 years. These include the development and wide use of flexible endoscopes, monitoring of luminal pH and bilirubin concentrations, evolution of methods of assessment of oesophageal motility, and the availability of increasingly effective and more acceptable medical and surgical therapies. This revolution is distinct from the simultaneous recognition of H pylori infection as the primary factor in the pathogenesis of chronic peptic ulcer.

The review of knowledge relevant to good management strategies for reflux disease undertaken at the Genval Workshop has highlighted important needs for research. There are substantial gaps in our understanding of how evaluation of symptom patterns can be best used to improve the efficacy of management and minimise the costs. The timing, roles and benefits of endoscopy need more critical evaluation, not only in patients with Barrett's oesophagus, but also in the majority of patients with reflux disease who do not have this complication. Strategies for cost effective use of both medical and surgical therapy must also be better researched in a way that takes into account the full cost of management, matching this to the benefits experienced by the patient from different therapies.
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